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Les Catacombes and Notre Dame de Paris: two places that hold my most vivid memories of Paris, but these two places are also inextricably related. Notre Dame de Paris was built from limestone extracted from mines beneath Paris—mines that eventually became the ossuaries known today as the Catacombes. In depleting stone from the ground, cavernous and cathedral-like spaces were created beneath Paris while a cathedral rose toward the heavens on the Île de la Cité. In a way, two cathedrals were built: one a negative image of the other above. Dess(o)us Paris captures the duality of these opposite cathedrals, with the first movement relating to the Catacombes, and the second to Notre Dame de Paris.

The depiction of the Catacombes draws upon their original role as limestone mines, particularly upon the gradual depletion of minerals from the earth. “130 Pas Au-Dessus” is a passacaglia, divided into five sections. In each section, the ground bass is presented in its entirety but loses a tone with each sectional repetition. In the first section there is only one repetition and one tone lost. But in the final section, five repetitions strip the ground bass down to three pitches left to echo in the cavernous space that remains.

“La Cathédrale Au-Dessous” draws from my own personal experience with Notre Dame de Paris, conveying a vague narrative. The music begins around the pavilion of the cathedral, bells ringing in the background. Tonal grounding is abandoned as the listener spirals up the unending stairs to the bell towers, eventually emerging into the exuberance and awe of Paris from above. The amazement, however, succumbs to fear after making the mistake of peering down the height of the bell tower. A sudden bout of acrophobia sends the listener in a frenzy back down the spiral staircase to the pavilion, where the music regains its composure as the last bursts of gold, orange, and crimson fade to the purples and blues of dusk.
INSTRUMENTATION

Flute (doubling piccolo & alto flute)
Oboe (doubling English horn)
B-flat Clarinet
Bassoon

F Horn
C Trumpet (doubling B-flat piccolo trumpet, cup & harmon mutes required for C trumpet)
Tenor Trombone (cup mute required)

Timpani* (4)
*also with suspended cymbal on drumhead

2 Percussion
  1: Anvil, small triangle, chimes (tubular bells), medium tam-tam (shared with Perc. 2)
  2: Crotales (high and low sets; with mallets and with bow), medium tam-tam (shared with Perc. 1),
     vibraphone (with mallets and with bow), bell plate (see Performance Note), large triangle, glockenspiel

Harp

Solo Viola

Violin I (6 players, not to exceed 8)
Violin II (5 players, not to exceed 7)
Viola (4 players, not to exceed 6)
Violoncello (3 players, not to exceed 5)
Contrabass (2 players, not to exceed 3)

The antiphonal arrangement of the violins is crucial to the effectiveness of the first movement and important to the stereophonic nuance of the second movement.

The score is transposed. (Piccolo sounds one octave higher than written. Harp harmonics sound one octave higher than written. Crotales and glockenspiel sound two octaves higher than written. Contrabass sounds one octave lower than written.)

Total Duration: ca. 13:00
  I. 130 Pas Au-Dessus: ca. 5:30
  II. La Cathédrale Au-Dessous: ca. 7:30
PERFORMANCE NOTES

Spatialization plays an important role in Dess(o)us Paris, so the suggested layout for the orchestra provided on the instrumentation page is critical to the stereophonic success of the whole work. If it is not possible to rearrange the entire ensemble, the antiphonal arrangement of the violins should at the very least be preserved.

This score reflects a string count of 6-5-4-3-2. Whenever staves are divided beyond divisi a 2, each line should be performed by a single player unless otherwise marked. The number accompanying such staves refer to individual players in seating order. Standard divisi a 2 should be handled with the typical outside/inside division, (unless otherwise noted); a player without a stand partner in sections with odd numbers should play the outside of the divisi.

All artificial harmonics should be played senza vibrato.

Harmonic trills in the strings are achieved by “trilling” the touched finger of an artificial harmonic rapidly enough to create a timbral trill-effect. The lower note will not sound; there will be a haze of the octave between the harmonic tone and fingered note, and the artificial harmonic should sound near-continuously.

The dynamic marking “n” represents niente. While not all instruments are capable of achieving true niente, players should strive to come as close as their instruments will allow.

In the brass, the indication “air sound” accompanied by diamond noteheads calls for the performer to blow air through the instrument without producing the tone that occurs from buzzing the lips.

In the harp, the top pitch in all rolled chords should arrive “in time.”

Percussion and harp should be allowed to ring sempre unless otherwise noted by text, pedaling (in vibraphone and chimes), etc.

The Percussion 2 part calls for bell plate. It should be tuned to an E-flat (preferred) or a B-flat. If a bell plate at either of these pitches is not available, a pianissimo roll on tam-tam is an acceptable substitution so long as the higher overtones are avoided.

The following percussion set-up is recommended for ease of sharing the tam-tam and for ease of Percussion 2 to transition between various mallet instruments. Changes may be made to suit the preferences of individual performers.
Murmuring ($\mathcal{d} = 52$)

Solo Vla.

Murmuring ($\mathcal{d} = 52$)

A. Fl.

Ob.

Bb Cl.

Bsn.

Hn.

C Tpt.

Tbn.

Timb.

Perc. 1

Perc. 2

Hp.
accel.---------------------- 183 Bustling (\( \frac{3}{4} = 144 \))

Picc.  f  to Flute

Ob.  f  ff  pp

Bb Cl.  f  p--nf

Bsn.  f  p--nf

Hn.  pp  f  ff  f  pp

C Tpt.  pp  f  ff  f  pp

Tbn.  pp  f  ff  f  pp

Timp.  

Perc. 1  

Perc. 2  

Hp.  

Solo Vla.  accel.---------------------- 183 Bustling (\( \frac{3}{4} = 144 \))

Vln. I  mp

Vln. II  mp

Vla.  mp

Vc.  mp

Ch.  

\( \text{Bustling (}\frac{3}{4}=144\)
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